
El Camino: Course SLOs (HSA) - Educational Development

Fall 2017
Assessment: Course Four Column

ECC: EDEV 140:Assisted Computer Literacy

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #2 Short Cut Key - Students will
utilize short cut keys to edit a word
document

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Fall 2014), 2017-18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of the students
will be 75% successful as per their
lab assignments and exams % of Success for this SLO: 88

Faculty Assessment Leader: Tiffanie Lau
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: Professor will continue
current practice. Professor will
introduce short cut keys and
provide ample opportunities and
instructions for students to use
shortcut keys throughout the
semester through lab and
homework assignments.
(12/13/2017)

Follow-Up: Professor will
continue the current practice of
introducing shortcut keys and
providing ample opportunities for
practice and review through
homework and lab assignments.
Students will continue to be
evaluated through assignments
and exams.  (12/18/2018)
Follow-Up: Standard met. No
follow up required. Professor will
continue current practice.
(03/03/2018)

Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
8 students took the course. 7 students (88%) are able to use
shortcut keys to edit and format their documents at least
75% of the time.  (12/13/2017)

Additional Information:

Performance - Students will utilize
the different short cut keys, to edit
and format their documents
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ECC: EDEV 33:Specific Learning Strategies

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1  Academic Strategies -
Students will identify strategies for
academic success.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Fall 2014), 2017-18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Comments::
Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the class will complete the
assignment with a score of 15 or
higher.
Scoring rubric:
25  =  2 topics + text overview +
personal application
15  =  1 topic + text overview +
personal application OR
         2 topics not fully explained
from text or personal application
10  =   too brief but attempted the
presentation
  0  =   assignment not attempted

% of Success for this SLO: 85
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dr. Patricia Gray
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: As the instructor, I
modeled how to complete the
task, and I offered 1:1 computer
lab assistance, which really helped
with meeting this SLO. Students
were also given instruction in
proper MLA format, which they
can carry on to other classes and
disciplines. I recommend
continuing this. (03/02/2018)

Follow-Up: The action above was
created by a different faculty
member who is no longer
teaching the course.  As it is
stated, the action does not lend
itself to the lecture format of the
course.  The action I took to
reinforce success with this SLO
was to remind students with each
topic presented, to think of
practical ways the topic may
benefit them in their academic
work.  In addition, I conducted
class work using small groups
with students alternating being
the "presenter" for their group
throughout the semester.  This
strategy eased the students into
speaking in class prior to the  oral
presentation. (11/28/2018)

Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
This SLO has been met. Out of 28 students, 26 students
gave an oral presentation describing two academic
strategies discussed over the semester, and described how
they would implement the strategies in their academic
pursuits. These same students also scored a passing grade
on the assignment. As the instructor, I modeled how to
complete the task, and I offered 1:1 computer lab
assistance, which really helped with meeting this SLO.
Students were also given instruction in proper MLA format,
which they can carry on to other classes and disciplines.
(12/15/2017)

Additional Information:

Presentation/Skill Demonstration -
Students will give an oral
presentation describing two
academic strategies discussed over
the semester and describe how they
will implement the strategies in their
academic pursuits.
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ECC: EDEV 35:Reading Skills for Students with Learning Differences

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Word Recognition - Students
will exemplify a variety of word
recognition strategies.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Fall 2014), 2017-18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/08/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:
Enter text here.
It was expected that 75% of the
students would score 67% or higher
on areas 1,2, and 3a of the
assessment and score at least 75%
on 3b.

I..      Syllable / Sound Recognitions
II.      Context and Word Prediction:
Homographs
III a.  Complex Words (Roots &
Affixes): Selection of correct word
from context
III b.  Complex Words:  Breaking
down and Identifying word roots and
affixes

This means that students were
expected to get four out of six items
correct in items I, II, and IIIa of the
assessment and three out of four
correct in IIIb. Because of page space
and layout, the topics were listed as
above, I, II, and III.   The typical
teaching order for these topics is I,
III, and II; however, the validity of
the SLO assessment, administered
towards the end of the semester,
would not seem to be compromised
based on the arrangement of the
items. Note: The value of having
students strengthen their decoding
skills three different ways is to
provide them with a variety of

Action: Stability and predictability
of lab location and of class
resources are crucial for the
effectiveness of E.D. 35, which
needs a guaranteed lab for
required on-line reading
comprehension programs such as
“Reading for Understanding.”
Since the purpose of E.D. 35 is to
prepare students for ECC’s
progression of Reading classes,
English 80, 82, and 84, access to
“Reading for Understanding” is
crucial because students will be
expected to have made significant
progress in that program by the
time they get to English 84.  E.D.
35 students need to know that
they have a consistent, reliable
meeting location with computers
and appropriate assistive
technologies, week-in and week-
out.  In F'17, my ED 35 students
would meet in one location on
Wednesday of a given week and
then in some other location the
next Wednesday. By the end of
the semester, we had met in at
least three different locations!
This meant that students never
got to feel settled. H S A and the
SRC must provide ED 35 with a
reliable, consistent lab location
with all the needed writing and
reading software, such as
“Inspiration,” and “Read & Write
Gold,” as well as any assistive

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met

Note: This assessment was for F’17 E.D. 35, section 4262,
which typically places greater emphasis on word recognition
strategies due to students’ scores on the  screening
instrument (Carver Reading Assessment), used at the start
of the semester for the purpose of placing students in the
appropriate section to meet their needs.  By contrast,
section 4261, places greater emphasis on reading
comprehension, both literal and inferential, because of
students’ higher assessment scores.

Twelve out of 18 students were present; arguably, some
students had “taken off early” for Thanksgiving weekend.
On the whole, E.D. 35 had evidenced impressive attendance
throughout the semester.  The students who attended on
11-22-17 were especially dedicated.  For purposes of the
assessment, 75% was equal to nine students.

Results for Section I: Syllables / Sounds
Students did better than the target, i.e., 10 rather than 9
students scored 4 or higher, so the percentage was 83.3.
The item which was consistently missed was #3, i.e., the
question about the stressed syllable in the word
“disgusting.” Recognizing stressed and unstressed syllables
is a function of phonological awareness, often a weakness
of students who place into sec. 4262.

Results for Section II: Context and Word Prediction:
Homographs
Students did not reach the 67% target in area 2.  Word
prediction is typically emphasized in Reading classes
because of  required, standardized tests which measure
comprehension and accurate use of context by requiring
students to choose the correct word (from four possibilities)

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
given a quiz in three main parts, six
main questions each.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

strategies in order to deploy their
learning strengths and mitigate any
weaknesses.

technology needed, such as
adjustable tables for students in
wheelchair and JAWS (Job Action
with Speech) for students who are
blind.  This is essential!

Commendation of the SRC: Since
Fall 2011, the SRC has scheduled
two sections of ED 35 in the fall
semester, based on  high demand
for this class, largely from
incoming high school students.
The two sections are offered on
the same day and at the same
time so that the instructors may
screen students with the Carver
Reading Assessment, a quick yet
reliable grade-based assessment.
Students who score close to
grades 10-12 are routed to sec.
4261; students who score  lower
(and many are at the elementary
school level) are routed to sec.
4262, which has a stronger
emphasis on word recognition
strategies. Both sections use the
same excellent textbook. Staff and
funds allowing, this practice
should continue in fall semester.
By contrast, demand is less in the
spring, so one section suffices,
admittedly a more disparate group
of students--in terms of reading
achievement—for the instructor
to handle.  This makes the need
for a regular lab assignment all the
more crucial.

to fill in the blank in one or more sentences in a passage.  In
a very remedial class such as E.D. 35, homographs are
particularly illustrative for presenting the role / usefulness
of context to students because the words are usually very
familiar, as in check, fire, ball, back, etc.  Homographs also
help to develop students’ critical thinking skills by requiring
them to recognize two or more meanings of the same word
and possible differences in the parts of speech.  In a non-
test situation, students are encouraged to read the
sentences aloud, saying “blank” at first and then asking
themselves what word would fit in both blank spaces; they
may occasionally work cooperatively on such activities. In
the assessment venue, students were told to follow the
same process but silently. Eight out of 12 scored 2; the
other four students (34%) got all six correct.

Results for Section IIIa:  Word Parts (Roots & Affixes):
Selection of Correct Word
There were two distinct tasks in section 3. In 3a, students
had to place six complex words correctly in the paragraph.
They were actually using context clues for this task. As
targeted, 9 students (75%) placed at least four of six words
in the appropriate places.  Given that the task was to select
the correct words, based on context, the passage was read
aloud once by the instructor.

Results for Section IIIb:  Complex Words:  Breaking down
and Identifying Roots and Affixes
Only six students (50%) were able to analyze and break
down three out of four words. The other six students could
only do two.
The words most frequently missed (not broken down
correctly) were “observing” and “telescope.”
Considerable instructional time is devoted to decoding
complex words, i.e., through lecture and paired activities.
If students had a properly equipped computer lab, they
would be able to use appropriate websites and/or software
packages to improve their recognition of word families and
of the structure of complex words: roots and affixes. This is
an essential skill because even though the students

Additional Information:
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: J. Land
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: J. Land

Describe Actions Needed to
Improve Student Learning:
Address
 (08/27/2018)
Action Category:
Program/College Support

achieved the target in section 3a, where they had to use
context to place complex words, the passage was short, and
the words were fairly easy, that is, reminiscent of a
newspaper article. By contrast, a college textbook passage
would contain far denser information and far more complex
words, so the ability to break down those words into their
component word parts and to recognize the family of words
built around the typical root words of a particular subject
area would be a valuable skill to help improve decoding.

The above data suggest that the attached assessment,
which has been discussed above, is an appropriate way to
measure SLO #1 in Educational Development 35.

 (01/23/2018)
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ECC: EDEV 37:Increased Learning Performance: English

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Complete writing or reading
assignments - Students will use EDEV
37 appropriately to complete their
writing or reading assignments in
their concurrent ECC English classes.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017), 2020-21 (Fall 2020)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 08/24/2015

Comments:: Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 90% of the students
present on the day of the
assessment will respond to
questions relevant to the final exam
logistics (day, time, location, what to
bring) for their ECC English class,
whether a Reading or Writing
course. These are questions 1 & 2,
and in some cases, 8 & 9, depending
on the particular requirements of a
given class. Most English classes
taken by ED 37 students have a final
exam, yet some the more advanced
writing courses may require a
research project in lieu of an exam.
Reading classes may require an
instructor-designed final as well as a
standardized, professionally
published reading test.
 It is expected that 75% will be able
to respond completely to items 3a
and 3b, i.e., to identify the chapters
which will be included on the tests
and the knowledge / skills expected
of students. It is expected that 60%
will be able to respond to item #4,
i.e., to identify the specific skills

Action: Stability and predictability
of lab location and of class
resources are crucial for the
effectiveness of E.D. 37, which is
very much about self-monitoring,
as evidenced in SLO #1.  E.D. 37
students need to know that they
have a consistent, reliable meeting
location with computers and
appropriate assistive technologies,
week-in and week-out.  In F'17, my
ED 37 students would meet in one
location on Thursday of a given
week and then in some other
location the next Thursday. By the
end of the semester, we had met
in at least four different locations!
This meant that students never
got to feel settled. H S A and the
SRC must provide ED 37 with a
reliable, consistent computer lab
location with all the needed
writing and reading software, such
as “Inspiration,” and “Read &
Write Gold,” as well as any
assistive technology needed, such
as adjustable tables for students in
wheelchairs and JAWS (Job Access
with Speech) for students who are
blind.  This is essential if the SLOs
of ED 37 are to be realized!

 (02/12/2018)
Action Category:
Program/College Support

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Sixteen students were present. As targeted, 90% (14
students) could answer questions relevant to the logistics
the upcoming final exam in their English class, i.e., they
knew the date, time, and the required /recommended
materials, such as Scantron, blue book, pens, pencils,
erasers,  water bottle, etc.  The two students who couldn’t
were in the same English class / section; their instructor had
reportedly been absent on the day of the anticipated
announcement about the final exam.

Re: the 75% target for responses to questions 3a and 3b,
only 62.5% (ten students) could answer these questions. Of
the remaining six students, two were the same two
mentioned above whose instructor had been absent on the
day of the anticipated final exam announcement. The other
four students said they hadn’t understood their English
instructor b/c he or she either hadn’t been clear or had just
presented the information orally, with a handout or Email /
web posting promised by the next class meeting.

Re: question 4, eight students, i.e., 50% rather than 60%,
could analyze what they needed to do specifically to shore
up targeted skills in preparation for their final exam.
Assessment item #4 requires critical thinking and self-
monitoring in that a student must ponder, “Given the skills
expected of me on the final exam, I feel confident re:
certain ones, but I must relearn, review, or practice the
remaining ones in order to be ready for the final.” Another
aspect to being able to respond to question 4 on the
assessment is the ability to recall what a skill name means.
For example, if an Eng. 82 instructor has included “Implied
Main Idea” on the list of skills needed for the final, students
must recall that they will be asked to read a passage with no
clear-cut topic sentence and that they will have to

Journal/Log - See attached:
LandED37SLO1F17.pdf.doc

Students are required to respond to
most or all of the ten 10 questions,
as appropriate, based on whether
they are taking a Reading or a
Writing course. E.D. 37 supports
both types of English classes at El
Camino College.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

the responding student needs to
study or practice most.  It is
expected that 60% will be able to
answer questions 5 & 6, re: specific
study plans and use of resources.
(Note: questions 7 and 10 are
related to affect and attitude,
helpful for student motivation and
morale but not necessarily suitable
for assessment at this juncture.)

Related Documents:
LandED37SLO1F17.pdf.doc

% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Julie Land
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Julie Land

deduce the author’s main idea based on passage content
and impact.

Re: items 5 & 6, the same eight students who could answer
question 4 had a game plan for the how/where/when of
studying for their final. One of the benefits of ED 37 is that it
fosters the feeling of a “community of scholars,” so
students seem to be more comfortable making study group
dates. ED 37 also requires students to use a campus tutor
from the Writing Center, Reading Success Center, LRC,
EOPS, KEAS, etc., as per eligibility, so students include the
use of a tutor in their game plan for final exam prep.

The above data suggest that the attached assessment,
which has been discussed above, is an appropriate way to
measure SLO #1 in Educational Development 37.

 (01/23/2018)

Additional Information:
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ECC: EDEV 38:Increased Learning Performance: Mathematics

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Use EDEV 31 course support
to complete assignments - Students
will use EDEV 31 course support
appropriately to complete
assignments from their ECC Math
class.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 08/24/2015

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:
Enter text here.
NOTE: E.D. 38 supports students in
whatever ECC Math class they may
be taking by having students bring
their assignments to get the
assistance of the E.D. 38 Instructor
and/or of the Instructional Assistant,
an advanced level math tutor. At this
point in time, most students are
expected to turn in their homework
from ECC Math classes on-line, i.e.,
very few have pencil and paper
assignments. As the “ACTIONS”
section of this report will indicate,
the requirement to submit
assignments on-line makes the need
for a regularly assigned computer lab
absolutely essential. Without access
to the on-line Math course software,
such as “Pearson: My Math Lab,”
students would have little to do and
little reason to take E.D. 38.
Although E.D. 38 offers a brief,
useful mini-lesson, this is not the
mainstay or “raison-d’etre” of the
class.  The primary purpose of E.D.
38 is to support students in their
concurrent ECC Math course.

Background: This particular section
of E.D. 38, 4276, supported students
at higher level Math classes than

% of Success for this SLO: 91
Faculty Assessment Leader: Tiffanie Lau
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:

Action: The majority of math
assignments are computer based.
We are able to reserve a computer
lab for the class once per week.
But, the lab is subject to
cancellation if the division requires
that lab space for their own
purposes. The SRC is looking into
purchasing laptop computers for
Ed Dev use, but we also need to
secure a classroom with sufficient
internet wifi connection. We need
to have our own secure lab space
so our students are able to
complete their online homework.
(03/03/2018)
Action Category:
Program/College Support

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students had to respond to a 10-item questionnaire re: the
anticipated logistics and content of their upcoming ECC
Math class final. (03/03/2018)

Action: Stability and predictability
of lab location and of class
resources are crucial for the
effectiveness of E.D. 38, which is
very much about self-monitoring,
as evidenced in SLO #1.  E.D. 38
students need to know that they
have a consistent, reliable meeting
location with updated computers
and appropriate assistive
technologies, week-in and week-
out.  In F'17, my ED 38 students
would meet in one location on
Tuesday of a given week and then
in some other location the next
Tuesday. By the end of the
semester, we had met in at least
four different locations! This
meant that students never got to

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Sixteen students were present on 11-28-17; the same
students returned on 11-30-17.   Fourteen 14 students (90%
rather than 100%) could answer questions related to the
logistics of the upcoming final exam in their Math class, i.e.,
they knew the date, time, and the required /recommended
materials, such as paper, pens, pencils, erasers,  calculator
(if allowed),  water bottle, etc.  The two students who
couldn’t respond were both somewhat limited in English
proficiency.  These were the only two students in E.D. 37
who were taking Math 12.  The introduction to the
assessment and questions 1 & 2 included words such as
logistics and Scantron, which were not familiar.  If someone
had been available to read / reread the assessment items
aloud and define any unknown words, these two students
probably could have responded.

Journal/Log - Students had to
respond to a 10-item questionnaire
re: the anticipated logistics and
content of their upcoming ECC Math
class final.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

usual, i.e., the largest representation
was from Math 73 and above, as
contrasted to the usual E.D. 38
population, predominantly  from
Math 12--23—37--40.  For this
reason, it was expected that 100% of
the students present on the day of
the assessment would respond to
questions relevant to the final exam
logistics (day, time, location, what to
bring) for their ECC Math class, and
whether the final was slated for one
day or two. The logistics-related
questions on the assessment were
#1 & #2.

It was expected that 75% would be
able to respond completely to items
3a and 3b, i.e., to identify the
chapters which would be included
on the test(s) and the knowledge /
skills expected of students.

It was expected that 75% would be
able to respond to item #4, i.e., to
identify the specific skills which the
responding student needed to study
or practice most.

It was expected that 75% would be
able to answer questions 5 & 6, re:
specific study plans and use of
resources.

Note: Items 1, 2, 3a & 3b, 4, 5, and 6
were assessed on Tu., 11-28-17. The
handout with specific strategies was
then distributed and discussed. An
announcement was made that items
8 & 9 of the assessment would be

feel settled. H S A and the SRC
must provide ED 38 with a reliable,
consistent computer lab location
furnished with any needed
assistive technology, such as
adjustable tables for students in
wheelchairs and JAWS (Job Access
with Speech) for students who are
blind.  This is essential!
Many/most Math classes at ECC
use an on-line platform such as
Pearson’s My Math Lab for
homework, so students must have
a regularly assigned computer lab
to achieve the SLOs of E.D. 38.

 (02/12/2018)
Action Category:
Program/College Support

Re: the 75% target for responses to questions 3a and 3b,
this target was met in that 12 of the 16 students were able
to identify the chapters and main skill areas which would
be represented on the upcoming final exam in their Math
class.

Re: question 4, eight students, i.e., 50% rather than 75%,
could analyze what they needed to do specifically to shore
up targeted skills in preparation for their final exam.
Assessment item #4 requires critical thinking and self-
monitoring in that a student must ponder, “Given the skills
expected of me on the final exam, I feel confident re:
certain ones, but I must relearn, review, or practice the
remaining ones in order to be ready for the final.” Another
aspect to being able to respond to question 4 on the
assessment is the ability to recall what a skill name means,
particularly in light of abbreviations, such as LCD for Least
Common Denominator, the FOIL method to multiply
polynomials, etc.

Re: items 5 & 6, the same eight students who could answer
question 4 on 11-28-17 had an initial game plan for the
how/where/when of studying for their final. One of the
benefits of ED 38 is that it fosters the feeling of a
“community of scholars,” so students seem to be more
comfortable making study group dates. ED 38 also requires
students to use a campus math tutor from the Math Study
Center, LRC, EOPS, KEAS, etc., as per eligibility, so students
include the use of a tutor in their game plan for final exam
prep.

Students understood that after completing side one of the
assessment, the strategies pages would be introduced and
that on the next class meeting (11-30-17), they would be
expected to identify two “best fit” strategies to use before
the final and on the day of their final.
On 11-30-17, the sixteen students who had attended on 11-
28 returned, as did two others who had been absent on 11-
28.  Those two students were administered part one of the
survey (items 1—6) later in the class period; their results
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

responded to at the start of class on
Thurs., 11-30-17, after students had
had a day or so to think about what
strategies would be most helpful to
their individualized needs.
(Additional note: questions 7 and 10
of the assessment are related to
affect and attitude, helpful for
students’ morale and motivation but
not necessarily suitable for
assessment at this juncture.)

It was expected that of the students
who attended on 11-28-17 and who
returned on 11-30-17, 100% would
be able to respond to items 8 and 9
of the assessment.

% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Julie Land
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Julie Land

are not included with those of the core group as they did
not complete part two (items 8—9). Of the sixteen who
returned on 11-30-17 after having completed part one on
11-28-17, eleven students (70% rather 100%) were able to
respond to items 8 and 9 of the assessment, based on the
strategies which had been provided.  Three students said
they needed a little more time to reflect and choose
appropriate strategies from the list. Two students identified
a key strategy not included on the list, i.e., they realized
that they needed to at least try to get their employers to
agree on a reduced work schedule during finals week,
especially if the final exam was scheduled for two days
rather than one.
The above data suggest that the attached assessment,
which has been discussed above, is an appropriate way to
measure SLO #1 in Educational Development 38.

 (01/23/2018)

Additional Information:
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